
"Here's something I wish I knew earlier"
"You're not gonna believe what I'm about to tell you"

"Here's something you won't believe"
“This story is the truth of where I started..”

"Something people have been asking me lately"
"You need to know what I’m about to share"

"This is one of my best tips"
"This is a really crazy tip that you’re gonna love"

"something I was just thinking about is..”
"Here's one thing I really wish I knew earlier"

"I just remembered this crazy thing"
"Wanna know something weird?"

"I can't believe I'm about to say this"
"This message is for all my __"

"You're gonna want to hear this"
"Someone just gave me this great idea"
"Try this if you only have ___ minutes"

"Anyone else feeling tired of ___? Lemme help”
"This is the one thing my friends have been asking me for..”

"Only have ___ minutes to ___ ? Try This"
“Here's how my ____ almost failed before starting”

“You should use this technique if you __”
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“knowing the secret I’m about to tell you will change __”
“I’m going to help you master the art of __ with this video”

“the wildest thing I have heard about ___ is this”
“I need you to listen to what I’m about to say”

“Here’s how we almost ___ before ___ “
“This is the crazy story of how ___”
“The world is changing, here’s why”

“These are the 3 things you need to know if..”
“So I have an unpopular opinion I want to share”

“I’m not supposed to share this, but ___”
“Ever wanted to know what ___ looks like?“
“Ever wanted to know how ___ is made?”
“Ever wanted to know how ___ works?”

“So this has a really deep meaning to me and I want to share it..”
“I want to give you guys the real background of why we do ___”

“honestly, the best advice I can give you is ___”
“If I could go back and tell my younger self one thing about ___, it

would be ___”
“This ___ has changed my life”

“This is the only ___ I will ever use again.”
“This video might get me in trouble, but hear me out”

“this video is going to change the way you __”
“__ is the biggest challenge you’re actually facing, here’s why”
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